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Abstract

A new mechanism for auroral arc formation is presented. The

characteristic linear shape of auroral arcs is determined by

magnetically connected plasma clouds in the distant equatorial

magnetosphere. These clouds originate as high speed plasma

beams in the magnetotail and in the solar wind. It is found

that the free energy for driving an auroral arc is provided by

the difference of pressure between the cloud and the ambient

plasma.
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Auroral arcs are generally believed to be driven by an uniden-

tified dynamo in the distant magnetosphere and/or the solar

wind which forces electrons from the plasma sheet and/or the

boundary layer to precipitate into the ionosphere. The earth-

ward streaming electrons are subjected to an acceleration by

field-aligned potential drops of 1-10 kV presumably at alti-

tudes of about 1 RE before they generate an auroral display

(for a review see refs 1-3). Despite considerable efforts

which have been undertaken to study auroral phenomena some

very fundamental questions still remain unanswered.

1. What determines the distinctive linear structure of dis-

crete auroral arcs? (~1 x 1000 km projected on a horizon-

tal plane4-6);

2. What physical mechanism drives a field-aligned current sys-

tem7'8 associated with auroral arcs?

The height distribution of auroral luminosity can be ex-

plained9 in terms of energy deposition by primary auroral

electrons and is not discussed here. The first question was

addressed many years ago by Störmer10; but his explanation

based on the assumption of direct entry of solar particles is

now known to be incorrect. It is also believed that auroral

structures are the ionospheric footprints of some plasma

objects in the magnetosphere which are projected earthward

along the magnetic field lines. A median width of discrete

auroral structures «200 m (lower limit <70 m and upper limit

-5000 m)1* corresponds to the gyrorarlius of a «5 keV proton in

the ionosphere. Since 5 keV is a typical energy of plasma

sheet protons we must look for a magnetospheric process which

would result in the creation of thin plasma structures of the

order of an ion gyroradius.

Why thin arcs?

An explanation for the thinness of magnetospheric plasma

structures (and implicitly their footprints - auroral arcs)

can be given on the basis of plasma behaviour derived from

laboratory experiments. Specifically, it is known that plasma

injected perpendicularly to a magnetic fi.̂ ld of spatially in-



creasing strength can easily flow as a whole until it reaches

a critical value Bc of the magnetic field strength which

satisfies the pressure balance relation11'12

3 2

where p=n(M+m) and uo are the plasma density and the flow

velocity, respectively. As the plasma flows across the mag-

netic field, a polarization electric field is set up allowing

the beam to penetrate further due to the ExB drift13'11*. There

is an obvious restriction that the potential difference across

a plasma beam (width w perpendicularly to B) cannot exceed the

voltage user! to accelerate the beam which is equivalent to the

kinetic energy of the beam ions eEw < Muo/2. Assume that the

magnetic field is directed along the z-axis and UQ is direc-

ted along the x-axis. The polarisation electric field observed

in the laboratory frame is Ev=uoB and we get an upper

limit for the beam width

w < (2)

where gj = Muo/eB is the cyclotron radius of an ion with

velocity uo (not to be confused with a thermal cyclotron

radius of the beam ions which is assumed to be much smaller).

The relation (2) was first derived by Lindberg15 in connection

with his experiments with plasma beams. If the initial beam

width is greater than (2) it either contracts1'' or splits up

into field aligned flutes which satisfy (2). The latter be-

haviour was observed by Markovic and Scott12 and is schemati-

cally depicted in Fig 1.

An additional requirement16'17 has to be satisfied in order to

obtain the beam penetration due to the ElxB, drift. The kinetic-

energy density of particles has to be sufficient to generate

the electric field in the plasma volume

1 2 1
2 n M uo " 2 (3)

By using the relation Ey=UoB we can see that (3) is equiv-

alent to

(4)



where wpj is the ion plasma frequency and Q± is the ion

gyrofrequency.

In the magnetotail u>pi/ö£>,105; hence the above requirement

is easily satisfied. High speed plasma flows (~1000-1500 km/s)

which considerably exceed the ion thermal velocity are indeed

observed in the magnetotail18'19. Irrespectively of the actual

physical process responsible for the acceleration, the earth-

ward motion of such plasma streams in the equatorial plane

should resemble the situation depicted in Fig.1. In fact such

patterns are observed at the leading edge of westward travel-

ling surges20. Observations of spatially narrow structures (or

short-time bursts)21 of high speed plasma flow in the plasma

sheet are also in a qualitative agreement with this model. (An

upper limit for the width of a beam UQ-1000 Jon/s in the mag-

netic field B => 10 nT is w < 500 km).

The above considerations explain the emergence of thin plasma

structures in the magnetosphere which due to their narrowness

and unidirectional motion can be easily missed by a spacecraft

not equipped with sophisticated particle instrumentation.

Why long arcs?

The horizontal extension of auroral arcs from a few hundred to

a few thousand km indicates that plasma beams discussed in the

previous section can cover large distances in the magneto-

sphere before they stop. In the laboratory situation the beam

stops when the experiment configuration allows field-aligned

currents to close outside the plasma and in this way neutral-

ize polarisation charges in the plasma13. The time for estab-

lishing a current loop depends on the inductance of the whole

circuit. In our case, this corresponds to the transit time of

an Alfvén wave needed to transmit the electric field of the

beam to the ionosphere, if the inertial effects of current

carriers are neglected. By taking s*15 RE as the path length

and VA-0.5 %/s as an average Alfvén velocity, we can

estimate t^-30 s as the minimum time for establishing the

current loop between the beam and the ionosphere. If the

leading edge of the plasma beam moves with U0«^QQO ym/3f the



beam can cover »4 RJP before the current circuit is estab-

lished. Thus, depolarization due to fieJd-aligned currents can

only stop the trailing part of the beam and in this way limit

the beams length to a few Earth radii, if it was not limited

earlier by the acceleration or injection process itself.

Taking into account the convection velocity22 of ambient

plasma we can derive a better upper limit for the beam length

l (5)

where s is the path length measured along the field line, v^

is the average Alfvén velocity along this path and uc is

parallel to UQ component of the convection velocity.

The electric field reflected from the ionosphere is unable to

affect the motion of the beam in the way discussed by

Scholer23 because the electric energy density is negligible in

comparison to the kinetic energy density (cf. eqs. 3,4). A

plasma cloud satisfying (5) will move decoupled from the iono-

sphere and we need to look for another mechanism to stop its

motion. This can be constructed on the basis of the principle

of conservation of energy. The kinetic energy of a particle,
? 2

averaged over the gyration is W = Muo/2 + ^B + MVj/2 where

\x - MvJ/2B = WJ/B is the magnetic moment. The total

particle energy of a plasma beam i">
1 2
1 m uo We||- e*) ndV

ndV

(6a)

(6b)

U » dV (6c)

where pi= n(Wei+ WjJJ a
ncJ Pii~ n(We(|+ WiB) denote

the perpendicular and the parallel pressure, respectively;

* is the potential of the large scale electric field in the

magnetosphere and the integrals are over the beam volume.

Ambient magnetospheric particles which pass through the beam

while they move along the field lines seem not to affect the

energy balance. Although they acquire an electric drift velo-



city upon entering the beam they loose it while leaving the

other side of the bean*. The ambient particles which mirror

just ahead of the beam either have to be pushed aside or will

acquire the electric drift velocity. This will cause dissipa-

tion of the beam energy. For an estimation assume that ambient

particles in the beam cross-sect ion S acquire in average a

fraction f < I of the beam velocity. The change of the beam

energy over the distance dx is d(pt,SlkU2/2) =

-(paSf
2u2/2)dx where the subscripts b and a refer to the

beam and to the ambient plasma, respectively. The solution of

this equation is

u exp{- -•- ).
o 2p. i.

(7)

b b

When pa « pb and f-1 the beam velocity is reduced by the

factor e~'/2 - 0.6 over the distance equal to its length

1)-,. This means that longer beams can move further.

Conservative fields can strongly affect the motion of a beam

by increasing the thermal velocity of moving ions. The forward

motion of the beam will cease when the ion thermal gyroradius

becomes comparable to the beam width (2). This occurs in a

region where Vjj_ % u/4 or Wjj_ > Mu2/32. From (6) we can

see that the thermal i zat ion of ion:* is due to the conserva-

tion of the magnetic moment and due to maqnetospheric electric

fields (of the order of 7 kV/Rg in the dawn-dusk direc-

tion)2"*. When the beam is directed toward the lower potential

an increase of the ion parallel energy (leading to the in-

crease of the ion gyroradius at mirror points) practically

prevents any penetration because eA* < Mu^/32. The beam

becomes a cloud with high parallel electron energy if it moves

toward the higher potential. It can cover the longest distance

if it moves straight along the equipotentials of the magneto-

spheric electric field2**-26.

A combination of processes discussed in this section leads to

the dissipation of the beam energy. When the beam is stopped

it becomes an intruding plasma cloud with generally different

parameters (e.g. electron pressure) than in the ambient mag-



netospheric plasma. If the beam moved close to the electric

equipotentials, the resulting cloud can be projected along the

magnetic field lines to a linear form resembling an auroral

arc. Another question is now in order.

What drives an auroral display?

The boundary between the cloud and the ambient plasma is main-

tained in equilibrium by a magnetization current driven by the

pressure gradient. A general expression for the perpendicular

current in collisionleos plasma is?7

B VB du !
~T x LVPJ_ r (ps - PI) f" • P a? 1 (T=£) (8)

BJl

where is anisotropy parameter

From the conservation of electric charges (V*(jl+jn) +
*«• « • «••

öq/öt = O) we can derive an expression for field-aligned cur-

rent. By noting that V-jj = Bd(j j/BJ/ds and calculating

the divergence of j_L given by (8) for an uniformly convec-

ting plasma (du/dt=0) we obtain28

Bd[(1-a)Jt/B]/bs + (l-«)dq/öt =-( 1-a)"
1 (BxVB). V(P||+pj_)/B

3. (9)

Integrating this equation along the field line between the

conjugate ionospheres 'S' and 'N' we get

I d s = '
7fp.+p MBxT
~ L II *" ""-ds

(1-a)

(10)

-2h <
(1-a) B4

where h is the extension ("height") of the cloud along the

magnetic field, p=(pJ_+Pn)/2,and <..>c denotes an average

over the integration interval (i.e. the height of the cloud).

From (10) we can see that a field-aligned current and/or the

charge separation occur whenever the pressure gradient has a

component along the VB drift28'29. Such a configuration exists



at the boundary between an intruding cloud and the ambient

plasma and results in the generation of a pair of oppositely

directed field-aligned currents. The direction of parallel

currents depends on the direction of the pressure gradient.

Fig. 2 shows a current pattern implied by (10) when £(pl+

Pn) is directed outward of a low pressure cloud. A high

pressure cloud would generate a current pattern with opposite

directions. Measurements of field-aliqned currents7'8 associ-

ated with premidnight auroral arcs give the same directions as

the low-pressure cloud (Fig. 2). Rocket measurements30 per-

formed with a hiqh spectral resolution over evening auroral

arcs as well as satellite observations31 indicate the presence

of a two-temperature population of particles of magnetospheric

origin (abovo the peak energy on the onergy spectrum). Low-

temperature magnetoaheach-like electrons are superposed on a

hotter population of plasma sheet electrons. A picture of

plasma beams transporting earthward a cool boundary layer

plasma from an acceleration region in the magnetotail is con-

sistent with the above cited measurements.

For an estimation of the parallel current given by (10) assume

8q/9t=0, a»0, V«jJ_ « 0 outside the cloud and the symmetry

of currents into the conjugate ionospheres. Denote by p c and

pa the pressure (Pl+Pn)/2 in the centre of the cloud and

in the ambient plasma, respectively. The pressure gradient

in (10) can be approximated by 1Vpl *(pa-Pc^^
 an<1 t n P

dipole value of |BxVB|/B2 is 3/%L where d is the spatial

scale for the pressure drop and L is the geocentric distance

to the cloud in the Earth radii. The field-aliqned current

just above perpendicular currents flowing in the ionosphere is

(A/m2) (11)

where p*2pa^o/B2, r=pc/pa and the numerical factor

is 3B I/2RE^ O (BJ-5X10~5T denotes the magnetic field

in the ionosphere). For L • 10 we get jn>1nA/m2 when

h>d/(1--r)p. The pressure drop occurs over the distance which

cannot be larger than the half width of a cloud d<gi/4.



A low-pressure cloud Pc/pa=0,5 with a height of 20gi(-1

RE) immersed in an ambient plasma of p - 1 would generate

j I <=• 40 (iA/m . It is obvious that this mechanism can well ex-

plain even the strongest currents observed in association with

auroral arcs. Note also the agreement of (11) with a generally

observed anticorrelation between the current intensity j|8

(or the optical luminosity5) and the width d of the current

sheet.

The magnetospheric plasma has a limited ability to carry

field-aligned currents. Only particles within a small loss

cone <3° can reach the ionosphere, severely limiting the

magnetospheric electron current32-35 (the ion current is

negligible). On the other hand currents due to ionospheric

particles are limited by current-driven instabilities36-39.

For stronger currents or after the loss cone is depleted the

charge accumulation (10) at the edges of a plasma cloud re-

sults in a buildup of parallel and perpendicular electric

fields until the current determined by the RHS of (10) can

flow along the field lines. A parallel voltage of 1-10 kV has

to be estaDlished32-35 in order to transmit the upward current

greater than the loss-cone electron precipitation (typically

<1nA/m2). Given the long distance between the cloud and the

ionosphere it is unlikely that simply the charge accumulation

in certain flux tubes would create a kilovolt voltage in a

process similar to charging a capacitor V(t)=Q(t)/C. Indeed,

when the increasing electric field E| locally exceeds the

Dreicer40 '**1 value (ED-10-
9V/m for n*30 cm"3 and Te=3 eV

at altitudes »1 Rg)1*2, the runaway of thermal electrons is

induced. This inevitably leads to the establishment of a tur-

bulent regionh3 / ̂  with anomalous resistivity16-39 and/or

distributed double layers'*5-1*9. The former mechanism is con-

sistent with observed characteristics of the inverted-V elec-

tron spectra50. Magnetospheric electrons accelerated by paral-

lel electric fields51'52 generated between the cloud and the

ionosphere produce an auroral display (arc) as depicted in

Fig. 2. The width of an arc is determined by the spatial scale

of the pressure gradient which is expected to range from a few
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electron gyrorach * up to the half width of a cloud. Note that

only electron parameters are likely to vary across the cloud.

A large ion gyroradius would probably smear out any difference

in ion parameters.

The total free energy available for the whole auroral process
is *|Pav ~ /pdV|»£ V where the integration is over the cloud

volume and e=|pa-pc| is an average free energy density.

Dividing the energy volume by its outflux rate we can estimate

the duration of an auroral display

£ h
B

(12)

where Je is the total energy flux into the ionosphere t

k<0.5 denotes the fraction of the cloud surface (IB) genera-

ting the i.'pward current; and BJ/BM is for the ratio of a

magnetic flux tube surface at the magnetospheric cloud and at

the ionosphere. A typical value of the energy flux due to pre-

cipitating auroral particles is53 JE*10 erg- cm~
2. s"1. Multi-

plying this value by 2 (in order to account roughly for the

ionospheric j»E dissipation), and assuming: e=1 keV»cm~3

(*1.6x10-9erg«cm~3), h=1 Rg, k=0.5, and BI/BM=1000; we

obtain from (12) ta«50 s. This value compares well with the

observed duration of auroral arcs (~ 10—1000 s).

Summary and conclusions

The main points of the proposed model are:

1. An auroral arc corresponds to the upward current sheet

generated at the magnetically connected edge of a distant

plasma cloud. Such clouds originate in the magnetotail as

high speed (uo>>vti) plasma beams.

2. The perpendicular to B motion of a beam is due to the

p< . vrization electric field (ExB drift) when the width and

the length of the beam is constrained by eqs (2) and (5),

respectively.
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3. After the beam is stopped it becomes an intruding plasma

cloud with different pressure than in the ambient plasma. A

pressure gradient at the boundary between the cloud and the

ambient plasma drives a magnetization current that leads to

the electric charge separation and to a paii of field-

aligned currents.

4. Field-aligned currents carried by hot magnetospheric

particles are limited by a sirall loss-cone while currents

due to ionospheric particles are constrained by current

driven instabilities. When these limits are exceeded a

charge accumulation at the edges of the plasma cloud

generates perpendicular and induces parallel electric

fields between the cloud and the ionosphere. Magnetospheric

electrons accelerated earthward by parallel electric fields

produce an auroral display in the ionosphere.

The above outline seems to provide a plausible basis for con-

struction of a unified theory of structured auroral displays.

The observed deformations, curls and motion51*'55 of auroral

structures presumably could be explained by taking into ac-

count inhomogenities within plasma clouds and by considering

the electromagnetic forces which act on them. A detailed

analysis of eq. (10) is expected to reveal the time variation

in currents and space charges what could account for the ob-

served variations in auroral luminosity. Thicker auroral

structures can be attributed to larger clouds which are tran-

sported from the tail by convection electrjc field so they do

not need to satisfy (2). They can also result from plasma

beams moving across the electric equipotentials. Note that

eqs. (8-12) can be applied to plasma structures of arbitrary

size.

Auroral arcs can be divided topologically into 3 groups: night

side, day side (both groups roughly along the auroral oval)

and polar cap arcs6'56'57. The day-side arcs form a fan-like

structure on both sides of the noon meridian and are located

equatorward of the cusp and do not connect with the night-side

arcs. Although the illustration presented in this paper
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(Fig. 2) applies only to arcs in the night-side auroral oval -

the proposed model is capable of explaining other kinds of

arcs as well. A particular implication of this model is that

the day-side auroral arcs are the ionospheric footprints of

solar wind plasma beams penetrating through the magnetopause

and the low-latitude boundary layer58"60. Note that the rela-

tion (2) limits the width of penetrating structure i to

v»<100 km when uo<500 km./s nn-1 BV20 nT, but dimensions of the

resulting clouds are not limited. Polar cap arcs could corre-

spond to solar wind elements penetrating through the plasma

mantle61 into thr n*^in»tospheric lobe^ and to magnetotail

beams propagatInq perpendicularly to the equatorial plane.
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Figure captions

Figure 1 A schematic picture of a plasma beam penetration

into perpendicular magnetic field. The width of JlxB

penetrating structures is constrained by the half of

an ion gyroradius w<"'u/2eB.

Figure 2 Establishment of field-aligned currents driving an

auroral arc due to the presence of a low-pressure

plasma cloud in the equatorial magnetosphere.

Symmetrical currents into the conjugate ionosphere

are not shown.
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w< Mu
2eB

Figure 1 A schematic picture of a plasma beam penetration

into perpendicular magnetic field. The width of ExB

penetrating structures is constrained by the half of

an ion gyroradius w<Mu/2eB.
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Figure 2 Establishment of field-aligned currents driving an

auroral arc due to the presence of a low-pressure

plasma cloud in the equatorial Magnetosphere.

Symmetrical currents into the conjugate ionosphere

are not shown.


